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Multi-wavelength astronomy 
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X-ray emission 

•  X-rays in range 0.1-100 Angstroms or more usually 0.1-100 keV 
–  Useful to remember that 100 A = 124 eV 
–  13.6-100 eV is extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) 
–  >~100 keV is gamma rays 
–  Low/high energy corresponds to soft/hard X-rays 

•  Thermal emission 
–  E = hc/λ ~ kT (for any thermal process) 
–  So for emission at 3 Angstrom, T ~ 107 K 



Compared with optical/IR 

•  Count rates are low 
–  Each photon has ~1000x energy, so 1000x fewer photons for same 

energy flux 
–  Effective area of X-ray telescopes tends to be small (e.g. XMM is ~0.1m2) 
–  So data tends to be Poisson dominated 

•  X-ray detectors tend to give time, energy and location of each photon 
–  Can collapse event lists to images, light curves or spectra 

•  Or combinations thereof 

•  Fluxes often quoted in standard bands (cf BVRIZ bands), e.g. 
–  E.g. 2-10keV 
–  Typical units of erg s-1 cm-2 

–  Sometimes in Crabs or mCrabs ! 



Early X-ray astronomy 

1960s 

•  Sun detected in 1950s, but luminosity 
implied other stars would be too faint 

•  1962: Sco X-1 discovered while searching 
for scattered X-rays from Moon 



Early X-ray astronomy 

1960s 



Modern X-ray astronomy 

XMM-Newton 

Chandra 



X-ray processes 



Optically-thick thermal emission 

•  Black-body emission (modified by atmospheric opacities)  

•  Wien’s displacement law: T = 0.0029 / λpeak 
–  For 100 A, T =        300,000 K 
–  For  0.1 A, T = 300,000,000 K 

•  But temperatures cannot exceed Eddington limit 
–  T4 ≤ g mp c / σT σ 
–  So high temperatures require high surface gravity 

–  For Sun, TEdd= 80,000 K 
–  For WDs, TEdd~ 500,000 K, so can be supersoft/ultrasoft X-ray sources 
–  For NSs and stellar mass BHs, TEdd~ 20,000,000 K, can be X-ray sources 
–  For supermassive BHs, TEdd~ 300,000 K, so can only be EUV sources 



Thermal emission 
from a young NS in a 
Supernova remnant 
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Heinke & Ho 2010 



Optically-thin thermal emission  

bremsstrahlung 
free-free 

•  L ∝ T1/2 ne ni  Z2  
–  luminosity increases only slowly with T 
–  low density plasma can cool on v long 

timescales 

power law 

exponential 

E=kT 



Optically-thin thermal emission 

Thermal line emission  
(bound-bound) Radiative recombination (free-bound) 

kT=0.1keV 1keV 10keV 

kT=100keV 

mekal model 



X-ray atomic energy levels 



X-ray atomic transitions 

•  Mekal model with 
individual elements 

O 

Fe 

S 

L-shell 
K-shell 

K-shell 

K-shell 



Examples: Stars 

•  O - early B STARS 
–  Lx ~ 10-7 Lbol 
–  little variability 

•  B - A STARS 
–  no X-ray emission 

•  F - M STARS 
–  Lx ~ 10-7 -10-3 Lbol 
–  highly variable 

: 



 
 

The Sun 
(G-type star) 



Early type stars 

•  Early-type stars are also luminous X-ray sources 
–  Lx ~ 1031 - 1033 erg s-1         

(solar Lx ~ 1027 erg s-1) 
–  Lx/Lbol ~ 10-7  
–  Shocks in radiatively driven stellar wind  
–  Mass loss ~ 10-6 MSUN yr-1     

(The Sun loses 10-14 MSUN yr-1) 
–  wind velocity ~ 3000 km s-1   

(solar velocity~ 300kms-1) 



Examples: Clusters of galaxies 

Most baryons in hot gas; cooling time ~ age of Universe 



Virgo cluster: thermal emission 

XMM-Newton (CCD) 



Non-thermal processes 

Fluorescent line emission 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Probes “cold” material 
near X-ray source 

Neutral Fe K-shell (flourescent) 

He-like Fe thermal 
H-like Fe thermal 



Example: Relativistic line smearing in accretion disc 

Schwarzschild black hole model Kerr black hole model 



Non-thermal emission processes 

Both require relativistic electrons and typically result in power law 
spectra. Difficult to determine underlying emission process.  

Compton upscattering synchrotron 



Example: 
 

Crab pulsar 
 

(synchrotron) 

Radio 

X-ray 

Hα 

Optical 



 
 

Crab pulsar 

Chandra 



SN 1006: thermal and non-thermal X-rays 



X-ray 
binaries 

Low mass XRB 

High mass XRB 



X-ray binaries: hard states (comptonisation) 



Accretion powered sources 

Thermal and non-thermal X-ray sources 
often powered by accretion 

•  Cataclysmic variables (CVs) 
–  White dwarfs 

•  X-ray binaries 
–  Neutron stars and stellar mass black holes 
–  Up to 30% of rest mass energy 

•  Active galactic nuclei (AGNs) 
–  Supermassive black holes 

R
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X-ray processes: photoelectric absorption 
•  Photoelectric absorption 
•  Can be interstellar and/or intrinsic 
•  Measured in terms of H column, but dominated by metals in X-rays 

NH=1021cm-2 

1024cm-2 

1023cm-2 
1022cm-2 



Other X-ray emitting objects 



Our Galaxy 

EXOSAT Map of Galactic Plane 90 270 

•  Dominated by X-ray binaries 

•  Also Galactic ridge X-ray emission 
–  CVs ? 
–  Diffuse hot gas ? 



Nearby galaxies 

XMM-Newton M31 

•  XRBs 
•  SNRs 
•  Diffuse emission: stars and CVs? 



Ultra-luminous X-ray sources (ULXs) 

•  Lx > LEdd = 1.3 x 1038 erg s-1 Msun 
–  Beamed? 
–  Intermediate mass black holes? 

ULX in NGC4472 

Lx = 4 x 1039 erg s-1 

Variability demonstrates a single object 



Active galaxies 
3C 273 



Active galactic nuclei 



X-ray spectra of active galaxies 

Type 1 

Type 1 

Type 2 

Type 2 



The Moon and  
X-ray background 

 



Soft X-ray background dominated by hot gas in “local bubble” (an old SNR) 
plus Solar Wind Charge Exchange in Solar System 



Hard X-ray 
background 
dominated by 
type II AGN 



Instrumentation 



Detectors I: proportional counters 

•  Workhorse of the 1960s-80s and still used on NASA’s RXTE mission 

•  X-ray photon => electron cloud via photoelectric effect => accelerated by 
electric field => cloud amplification => charge pulse detected at anode 

 
•  Pros:  

–  large collecting area 
–  high time resolution 
–  high counting rates  

•  Cons: 
–  Poor spatial resolution 
–  Poor spectral resolution 

 E / ΔE ∝ E1/2 ~ 2-10 



Optics I: collimators 
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Astrosat collimator 
•  Pros: 

–  Simple and cheap 
–  Large collecting area 
–  Low mass 

•  Cons: 
–  Poor spatial resolution 
–  No imaging 
–  No background rejection 



Optics II: grazing incidence optics 

•  X-rays only reflected at grazing incidence 
•  Wolter type-I design 

–  parabolic mirror 
–  additional hyperbola to shorten focal length  

•  Hard X-ray response limited by quality and focal length 
•  Multiple mirrors nested to provide useful effective area 



Optics II: grazing incidence reflection 

XMM-Newton 



Resln~5arcsec 

XMM-Newton 



Chandra mirror: resln ~ 0.5arcsec 



Detectors II: microchannel plates 

•  Millions of fine co-aligned glass tubes 
–  X-ray photon => liberates electrons from tube wall => electron cloud 

=> accelerated by electric field along tube 
–  typical amplification along tube ~105 

–  position sensitive anode readout preserves spatial resolution 
•  Pros: excellent spatial resolution 
•  Cons: essentially no spectral resolution 



Detectors III: CCDs 

ROSAT 
Proportional counter 

ASCA 
CCD detector •  Essentially the same as optical 

CCDs except read out quickly to 
achieve photon counting 

•  Number of photoelectrons 
proportional to photon energy 

–  E/ΔE ∝ E1/2 ~ 10-100 
–  Still modest but allows direct 

detection of strong emission lines 
–  Better than prop counters because 

band gap smaller than ionisation 
potential 

•  Pros 
–  Relatively good spectral resln 
–  Good spatial resolution 

•  Cons 
–  Limited count rate (pile up) 
–  Limited soft x-ray response 
–  Susceptible to radiation damage 



Detectors III: CCDs 
XMM-Newton EPIC MOS 



Optics III: diffraction gratings 



Optics III: diffraction gratings 

•  Conventional dispersed spectroscopy possible using 
transmission or reflection gratings (at grazing incidence) 

•  Grating equation 
–  2d sin θ =  mλ	


–  Typical line spacing: 1/d ≈ 500 - 5000 lines/mm 
–  Resolving power E/ΔE = λ/Δλ ∝ E-1 ∝ λ ∼ 100-1000 

•  So usually plot against log λ rather than log E	


•  Pros: real spectroscopy possible for bright sources 
•  Cons: high bgd and multiple orders limit sensitivity	


WZ Sge with Chandra 



Example: Late type star 

•  Chandra LETG grating 
spectrum of Capella 

•  Thermal spectrum 

•  Brinkman et al. 2000 



Detectors III: CCDs 
Chandra ACIS 



Detectors IV: micro-calorimeters 

 
•  Detector senses the temperature increase when an individual photon is 

absorbed 

•  Temperature increase is proportional to photon energy 
–  energy resolution maximised by using low heat capacity absorber 
–  E/ΔE ∝ E ~ 100-1000 
–  limiting resolution ~ 1 eV (currently 6 eV) 
–  requires cryogenic temperatures, T < 0.1 K 

•  Not yet successfully flown 
–  Astro-E crashed 
–  Suzaku (Astro-E2) lost cryogen 

•  Pros: 
–  Very high spectral resolution (especially at high energies) 
–  Non-dispersive so low background  

•  Cons: 
–  Limited cryogen lifetime 



Resolving power of X-ray detectors
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Key missions 

•  UHURU  1970-1973  First satellite dedicated to X-ray astro 
•  HEAO-1  1977-1979          
•  Einstein  1978-1981  First imaging telescope 
•  EXOSAT  1983-1986  4 day elliptical orbit (long continuous obs) 
•  Ginga  1987-1991 
•  ROSAT  1990-1999  Most sensitive all-sky survey 
•  ASCA  1993-2001  First use of CCDs  
•  BeppoSAX  1996-2002 
•  RXTE  1996-   Optimised for time resolution 
•  XMM-Newton 1999-   Optimsed for sensitivity + spec resln 
•  Chandra  2000-   Optimised for imaging spec resln 
•  Swift  2004-   Optimised for rapid response 
•  Suzaku  2005-   Planned to be optmised for spectral resln 



Practicalities 



Access to X-ray data 

•  Guest observer (GO) mode 
–  Opportunities ~once per year 

•  XMM-Newton 
•  Chandra 
•  Suzaku 
•  Swift 

•  Target of opportunity (ToO) observations 
–  Pre-approved (GO cycle) 
–  Responsive 

•  Swift in hours 
•  XMM-Newton and Chandra ~days 

•  Archival 
–  Data from old missions available 
–  Uniform data format, calibration and analysis recipes 
–  High level products often available 



Key missions 

•  UHURU  1970-1973  First satellite dedicated to X-ray astro 
•  HEAO-1  1977-1979          
•  Einstein  1978-1981  First imaging telescope 
•  EXOSAT  1983-1986  4 day elliptical orbit (long continuous obs) 
•  Ginga  1987-1991 
•  ROSAT  1990-1999  Most sensitive all-sky survey 
•  ASCA  1993-2001  First use of CCDs  
•  BeppoSAX  1996-2002  Broad energy range 
•  RXTE  1996-   Optimised for time resolution 
•  XMM-Newton 1999-   Optimsed for sensitivity + spec resln 
•  Chandra  2000-   Optimised for imaging spec resln 
•  Swift  2004-   Optimised for rapid response 
•  Suzaku  2005-   Planned to be optmised for spectral resln 



NASA’s HEASARC 



XMM-Newton 
•  3 co-aligned X-ray telescopes 

–  All with CCD detectors (EPIC) ~0.2-12 keV 
–  Two with additional fixed Reflection Grating Spectrographs 

(RGS) 
–   One optical telescope (OM) 

•  Analysis with XMM SAS software 



Chandra 

•  One X-ray telescope 
–  Micro-channel plate and CCD detectors 
–  Movable diffraction gratings 

•  High-energy transmission grating (HETG) 
•  Low-energy transmission grating (LETG) 

–  Analysis using CIAO software 



Swift      ROSAT 
•  Gamma-ray, X-ray and optical 

telescopes 
–  CCD detector in X-rays 

•  Analysis using ftools 

•  X-ray and EUV telescopes 
–  Micro-channel and proportional 

counter detectors 



Horses for courses 

•  ROSAT 
–  All sky coverage – soft X-ray observations (or limits) for everything 

•  XMM-Newton 
–  Highest collecting area 
–  Best for high quality CCD observations of most sources 
–  Soft X-ray grating spectrum always available (RGS) 
–  Simultaneous optical / UV coverage with OM 

•  Chandra 
–  Exceptional imaging capabilities 
–  Allows detection of faintest objects due to background rejection 

•  Significant detection even with 2 photons ! 
–  Flexible choice of gratings, including hard and very soft X-rays 

•  Swift 
–  Very rapid response and flexible scheduling possible 



Archival data 

•  One stop shop: NASA HEASARC  
–  High Energy Astrophysics Archive 
–  Easy to search for observations 

•  XMM-Newton 
–  Science Operations Centre (SOC) at European Space Agency 

•  Chandra 
–  Chandra X-ray Center (CXC) at CfA Harvard 

•  Swift 
–  Swift Science Center at HEASARC 
–  UK Swift Science Data Centre at Leicester 



Compare count rates with WebPIMMS 



Assignment 

•  Look up the ROSAT all-sky survey count rate of the cataclysmic 
variable star SU UMa 

•  Assuming optically-thin thermal plasma emission with kT=6 keV  
and interstellar absorption of NH=1020cm-2, estimate the 2-10 keV 
energy flux of SU UMa 

•  Further calculate the XMM-Newton RGS count rate, and 
determine how long an observation is required to accumulate 
20,000 RGS counts 

•  Find out when such an observation could be made during 2014 


